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Foreword 
 
It gives me great pleasure to write this Foreword about a process that I had resisted for                 
quite some time, online or virtual mediation. As a mediator since 1993, with thousands              
of mediations from civil cases to family cases accomplished, I was quite set in my               
process and preference of meeting clients in-person and feeling their levels of anger,             
angst, and tension, as they began and worked through their mediations. Being the             
mediator for conflict driven clients and trainer of thousands of students, I have honed              
my mediation skills into an art and a science. The mediation room was physically my               
stage to display both. 
 
However, when COVID-19 intruded in our lives, the dynamics of the workplace,            
personal space, and need for technology magnified. Although for many years, I had             
been using online platforms to engage with clients in conflict coaching, meetings, and             
simple mediations, the moment had now arrived that mediation skills were not just an              
art and science, but a dependent of more sophisticated logistics and technology.  
 
Therefore, I turned to InstantMediations.com, a program deftly developed by my former            
mediation student in Houston, Texas, attorney Mac Pierre-Louis. Mac and his business            
partner in Poland, Natalia Olowska-Czajka, had a wonderful idea to help experienced            
mediators like me bridge the gap between mediating with in-person parties, while            
accessing and learning to use a new world of tools that can persuasively and              
seamlessly reproduce the mediation experience online for those same parties, as well            
as for clients with logistical or safety challenges. They also sought to help grow a               
network of credentialed and skilled online professional mediators ready to offer the            
mediation community a quality, secure, online alternative to in-person mediation.  
 
InstantMediations helped me see that my online/virtual mediations could be as fruitful as             
my personal performances. Online mediation assists the clients in feeling comfortable           
and safe, so that they stay in joint session and prepare for more common, conference               
room conversations and negotiation. The parties often have a less stressful, moreover,            
better focus on being the architects of their solutions. The screen share can help them               
visual their ideas, to enable constant tweaking and re-tweaking. Often when parties            
think that there is no hope, their mediation is just beginning. Online tools can keep the                
clients comfortable at all stages of the mediation process, while in their own space; yet,               
online mediation can bring all the parties together to be more focused on solutions on               
their personal computer screen to generate options and to wrap up and negotiate the              
details for a mediated settlement agreement (MSA) without the need for location travel.             
It is evidence based that adults do better when they see and hear and share               
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communication: InstantMediations offers the opportunity and skill set to teach mediators           
on how to use technology to mediate in today’s world and enables mediators to offer               
their clients choices in the use of technology for satisfying resolutions. 
 

-Dr. Barbara Manousso 

www.Manousso.us 
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Chapter 1 What is Online Mediations? 
 
Introduction 
 
We live in a time of great technological advancement where for the first time, because               
of the power of the internet, a mediator is truly able to sit down with parties from                 
anywhere in the world in real time and assist them to effectively resolve their dispute.               
The authors, founders of InstantMediations.com, write this book to help mediators, with            
any level of technical skill, learn how to connect with their parties online and effectively               
mediate matters using the Zoom platform. As no mediation session is guaranteed to             
reach settlement, online mediations may face higher rates of failure due to            
misapplication of internet technology. The opportunities brought by online mediations,          
such as being able to help parties remotely, or having access to an unlimited pool of                
potential customers around the world, is juxtaposed against the challenges plaguing           
online mediations, including the inability to effectively connect with parties, difficulties in            
caucusing virtually, the inability to share documents or draft agreements, or failure to             
mitigate risks, such as security, privacy, or confidentiality. This book aims to be a              
resource that guides mediators step-by-step from learning the Zoom software, to           
scheduling mediation sessions, to running a mediation online, to getting electronic           
signatures on agreements, and closing out. It will suggest best practices and give tips              
on how to be successful in online mediations. And it will hopefully cause mediators to               
think through their own policies and procedures when they start to help parties online.  
 
This book is addressed to you, the mediator, or future mediator, interested in helping              
parties online. It is designed to be brief, something we call an insta-book, because in an                
instant we will give you the framework to overcome previously considered barries to             
online mediations, so you can help your parties mediate online instantly. As you             
proceed, look out for TIPS, which are suggestions and hidden gems to help you handle               
online mediations. Also, we continue to add educational videos to InstantMediations           
YouTube Channel. Watch along by visiting 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrYKggY3CHvwB56ZcpQFldg. Finally, rather than    
include an appendix of sample document templates and forms, we will make referenced             
documents available on InstantMediations.com/ebook/downloads. Welcome to the       
journey of learning to mediate online. You will do great!  
 
Some Definitions 
 
The main purpose of this book is to present how an online mediation can be handled                
from inviting clients to an online session to having them sign a legally binding mediation               
agreement. To help you understand the tools and steps involved in the online mediation              
process, some definitions need to be introduced so that the terminology remains            
consistent and clear.  
 
1. Host: The term Zoom uses to refer to the meeting participant who starts and              

runs the meeting. For the purpose of this book, the host refers to the mediator. 
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2. Party: The disputing clients and their attorneys seeking the mediator’s help. 
3. Participants: Everyone participating in the mediation, including the        

host-mediator, parties, and any other invitee or contributor such as interpreters           
and experts. 

4. Pure Virtual Mediation: The type of mediation that occurs when every party is             
present online or with other remote methods of communication. Online mediation           
(video mediation) is done just like the traditional mediation, with the exception            
that the parties meet virtually. This can lead to situations where the mediator             
appears online from one remote location and each party appears with their            
lawyer, with the party being either at their lawyer’s office or remote from their              
lawyer.  But no party is ever with the mediator. 

5. Hybrid Mediation: Hybrid mediations happen when some of the participants          
appear online and some are present in person in the mediator’s office. This can              
lead to different configurations, like the mediator being in their office with one             
party, and all other parties appearing online. Or all parties appearing in-person            
and one party appearing online. These configurations can get quite complex, but            
the reality is hybrid mediations require the same technology as online mediation.            
There may be the occasional need to have a second computer. And there may              
sometimes need to be two separate physical rooms in the mediator’s office to             
split parties up. 

6. Breakout Caucus Rooms: Caucus-style mediation is when the mediator splits          
parties into different rooms in order to negotiate with the parties separately. This             
technique involves the parties negotiating through the mediator for a certain           
period of time. Online mediation software must enable mediators to split parties            
into “virtual” rooms. In Zoom, the feature called Breakout Rooms allows for            
mediators to implement virtual caucus rooms. The process for breaking up           
parties into “Breakout” caucus rooms and the ethics surrounding it are explained            
in detail in Chapters 3, 4, and 7. 

7. Settings: Know that there are various types of settings. There are the Zoom             
account Settings, you can access at Zoom.us/profile by clicking Settings. There           
are the scheduling settings you can enable while you are scheduling a meeting             
on Zoom.us/meeting/schedule, and there are the settings on the Zoom software           
interface/dashboard itself while you are in the middle of hosting a meeting. The             
Zoom account Settings are master settings and will have the biggest impact on             
your mediations. See Chapter 2 for more on Zoom settings. 

 
Why Mediate Online 
 
Technological advances in internet speed and mobile devices now allow us to handle             
many issues directly from web-connected devices. The ability to easily meet online            
face-to-face with vendors such as bankers, doctors, and lawyers, will naturally beg the             
question, why not mediators. It is true that not every cure demands a search for a                
problem. Advancements in video communications should not necessarily mean the          
in-person mediation process should be moved online. However, there are various           
reasons why sometimes it makes sense to at least give parties the ability to meet their                
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mediator online. To start, some advantages to mediating online are obvious. It is             
convenient and parties can save money, fuel, and travel costs. Also, online mediation             
ensures physical safety, both from man and nature. Mediating across the internet in             
2020 has provided safety to those who face Coronavirus threats. Some additional            
reasons to mediate online are as follows:  
1. Domestic Violence: Whether an official finding of domestic violence exists, or           

the allegation of violence is made by a party, remote online mediation may be a               
proper remedy for getting people to talk, especially over children. Mediations can            
be contentious and bring out strong emotions in parties. The remoteness element            
of online mediation may lower the heat and help parties reach compromise. 

2. Illness: A party’s temporary or permanent health condition, especially one          
causing immobility, may be a reason to handle a mediation online rather than             
in-person. 

3. Immigration and International: Borders and travel restrictions may make it          
necessary for parties to connect online. Lack of visas or residency cards need             
not necessarily prevent face-to-face negotiations when internet tools exist. Case          
types such as disputes falling under the Hague Convention, or matters with            
multicultural facets, or cases in which parties speak different languages, may be            
resolved through online dispute resolution. Additionally, interpreters and cultural         
specialists can work online with mediators and parties to help settle multilingual            
and multicultural disputes in days rather than the months or years it may take to               
go through foreign courts. 

4. Incarceration: Being incarcerated does not have to end the ability of a party to 
help resolve their civil legal problems. If permitted by prison officials, an 
incarcerated party can address their legal problems through online mediations 
from within prison walls. 

5. Environmental Stewardship: Many parties share the view that one must make 
life choices carefully and consciously. Online mediation offers parties a chance to 
reduce their carbon footprint by connecting them travel-free through the internet. 

6. Easier Sharing of Information: With participants online together, they are able 
to share documents, links, images, and real time photos with one another in a 
way that saves paper and printing costs. Additionally, remote parties are able to 
take and exchange photographs and videos of objects from their remote site 
locations, such as disputed property, making it easier for all participants to get up 
to date visuals on property when negotiating. 

7. Cost-Prohibitive Reasons: Online mediations allow for resolutions of small 
claim mediations, where the expense of travel to attend a mediation is not a 
justified cost compared to the potential benefits or losses to the parties. For 
example, a mediation between a business person and customer involving a 
$2000 defective product may not be worth the price of a last minute airplane 
ticket to attend a mediation in person. The parties can mediate online and 
attempt a resolution with a neutral mediator. 

8. Facilitates Third Party Participation: Online mediations make the appearance 
of necessary third parties easy. Whether it is remote interpreters, appointed 
experts, amicus attorneys, or social workers, it can take just minutes to get 
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others to participate remotely in a mediation. 
 
What is InstantMediations? 
 
Different reasons that exist for mediating online led us to launch InstantMediations.com,            
a web tool that helps connect parties to mediators instantly, anytime, from anywhere.             
Being trained mediators ourselves who also happen to be attorneys, who handle            
international family law cases, we wanted to make InstantMediations a tool that solves             
some of the biggest problems clients face in online mediations. One problem was             
parties not being able to find mediators, who actually do online mediations. Another             
problem was parties having difficulty in starting the online mediation process quickly, or             
ending the online mediation by efficiently signing agreements electronically. A last           
problem dealt with by parties was not knowing or understanding how online mediations             
works and how it can be used to resolve their disputes.  
 
These problems to us were personal. One example mediation case that laid bare our              
office’s online mediation difficulties and prompted the InstantMediations solution,         
happened several years ago.  
 
A petitioner who lived in one US state, was embroiled in a lawsuit with her spouse, the                 
respondent, who lived in another state. Both spouses’ attorneys and the mediator lived             
in Houston, Texas, the state where the lawsuit was pending. The mediation was set up               
for the spouses to appear conveniently by video, and for the attorneys to visit the               
mediator’s office in person. The petitioner-wife wanted to appear remotely by FaceTime            
through her MacBook or iPhone. The respondent-husband wanted to appear by Skype            
on his computer, and he could only meet during a certain window of time. Because this                
was an extremely contentious case, it was also agreed that the parties would start the               
mediation process separated in different caucus rooms. Since the mediator had a spare             
MacBook on hand in addition to his PC, he set up how he would connect with parties                 
online.  
 
On the day of the mediation, after setting up two physical rooms, he received the               
attorneys and invited them to their rooms. The parties also showed up. The petitioner              
appeared on the mediator’s MacBook on FaceTime in one conference room with her             
lawyer physically present. The respondent appeared via Skype on the mediator’s           
Windows-based laptop connected to a large television by HDMI in another conference            
room with his lawyer physically present. It took the remote parties several minutes to              
successfully configure their cameras and microphones so they could see and hear the             
mediator, and be seen themselves. What then ensued was the very tedious process of              
the mediator bouncing room to room to negotiate a compromise (successfully),           
preparing a mediation settlement agreement using a third laptop, emailing the remote            
parties the agreement to review, print, sign, scan, and email back, and printing out the               
received scans for the attorneys to sign to end the mediation. This online element of the                
mediation took what would normally have been a four to six hour in-person mediation              
session and turned it into eight. Although the mediation successfully settled, the            
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question must be asked, whether in the event this particular mediation had failed to              
settle and reached an impasse, it would have been primarily because of the skill of the                
mediator, the irreconcilability of the parties, or the improper technological processes           
implemented by the mediator while hosting the mediation online.  
 
We will never know the primary causes of any impasse since the matter settled.              
However, we should know that negative online mediation experiences can negatively           
impact the outcome of the mediation. This is what InstantMediations seeks to mitigate. It              
seeks to address the problems in online mediations. We yearn for online mediators to              
no longer experience scheduling or configuration headaches. No more connecting          
HDMI cables to conference room televisions or tediously dragging laptops room to            
room. No more sending parties connection requests via Skype, FaceTime, Facebook           
Messenger, Google Meet, or the host of balkanized video communication platforms           
across the internet. No more hoping parties will know how to login and connect              
successfully at the correct time. No more hoping to get paid timely by parties in the right                 
currency before the mediation start time. No more print-sign-scan-email processes in           
obtaining signatures. And certainly no more educating parties and their attorneys on            
how they should “take a chance” on mediating online, because it is so “new” or               
“different.” 
 
In 2019, as we developed the InstantMediations platform to help solve online            
mediations problems, we were unaware of the demand the Coronavirus/COVID-19          
pandemic was going to create for online mediations around the world. By early 2020, to               
meet the demand, we launched Instant Mediations, LLC. We recruited online mediators            
around the world to join us in helping parties worldwide who could not travel to               
mediation offices to resolve their disputes. We set up in-person and online trainings for              
the public to help train mediation organizations and individuals in how to effectively             
mediate online. We established a free online network of international mediators called            
Online Mediators at Community.InstantMediations.com. We set up an InstantMediations         
YouTube Channel to be a hub for free informational videos on online mediations. And              
we wrote this book to be an educational tool to equip online mediators around the world                
with skills to successfully mediate online. 
 
What InstantMediations is Not 
 
Contrary to the name InstantMediations, we do not suggest there is anything instant             
about online mediations. Mediation, online or not, is a thorough methodological process            
among other forms of alternative dispute resolution that takes time to implement            
successfully for the benefit of parties. The word instant used in the brand, does not               
relate to the speed of the mediation process, but rather to some of the problems we                
seek to solve, namely the slow inefficient processes of finding a good mediator who              
does online mediations, and the problems associated with starting an online mediation.            
In fact, inefficient processes in online mediation can plague the entire online mediation             
experience, not just the starting up of the experience. We utilize the word instant in               
much the same way as it is used in instant coffee, an easy process that removes the                 
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traditional work involved with getting consumers to their desired product fast. We            
envision the ability of a party seeking an online mediator to be able to find, connect with,                 
schedule, and begin an online mediation in a manner of minutes, not days. We envision               
mediators being educated with skills to quickly and nimbly navigate through web            
screens and software to efficiently get their parties from start to finish without delay. A               
mediator’s “half day” mediation should remain that, “half day,” despite the mediation            
occuring online. InstantMediations is not intended to promote drive-thru mediation or as            
some call it, “drive-by mediation”. But we just believe that mediators and parties should              
not need to spend their entire day online to settle a dispute that would have taken just                 
several hours if it was done in person. 
 
One more thing InstantMediations is not. It is not a law firm, nor is it a single mediation                  
company with mediator employees. It is a service, specifically a brand service owned             
and operated by Instant Mediations, LLC, which helps independent mediators around           
the world connect with clients seeking mediators online who handle online mediations.  
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Chapter 2 Introduction to Zoom 
 
Online Mediation Technology Generally 
 
Most tools online mediators have attempted to use for internet mediation were not             
developed with online mediation in mind. Usually these tools, such as Skype, Google             
Hangouts, Chat, Duo, WebEx, FaceTime, and even Zoom, were just ordinary video            
communication tools, enabling everyday people to see and speak with each other.            
Relying on the default mechanisms contained in these tools to run a mediation could              
never be enough. Moreover, many default settings found in everyday video           
communication tools may not satisfy the basic ethics and security requirements your            
party’s jurisdiction may require for any mediation.  
 
Challenges Online Mediation Tools Must Address 
 
Due to the online nature of the mediation, any tool utilized must be secure. The tool you                 
use to mediate online needs to ensure confidentiality. The software must provide that             
your connection and the connection of other participants will at least be encrypted.             
There must also be the ability to disable recording of the meeting within the software               
itself by other participants. Next, there must be a way to prevent downloading chat              
communications. Finally regarding security, the software must comply with European          
GDPR rules when handling data.  
 
Apart from security, the tool should allow video communications, with capability to            
incorporate audio-only, especially when data usage is a concern. The tool should be             
fast, be platform agnostic, and allow for the creation of virtual caucus rooms (again,              
ensuring confidentiality). There should be in-meeting features such as the ability for            
participants to share their screen, share documents, and sign documents. The tool            
should be user-friendly, and hopefully be ubiquitous in the marketplace so it is familiar              
to the public. Lastly, the tool should be reputable and trusted by parties and their               
lawyers. 
 
After reviewing and trying many video communication tools on the market, using them             
for video conferencing, and comparing their features, the authors found that Zoom is the              
best option on the market for conducting online mediations. The authors have even             
designed InstantMediations.com’s join portal Start.InstantMediations.com to run on        
Zoom. As you go through the remainder of this book, you will discover Zoom’s features,               
and understand better how it can help you succeed in online mediations. Zoom is not               
perfect, and it still lacks some important features. Zoom has even been in the news over                
their privacy and security breaches. But the authors are confident that Zoom is currently              
the best option to conduct online mediations based on its set of robust features. The               
authors are continuing to monitor Zoom’s progress on the security front, including            
sharing Zoom’s latest whitepaper on security from April 2020, the month of this book’s              
publication. The paper can be found here:  
https://zoom.us/docs/doc/Zoom-Security-White-Paper.pdf .  
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Purchasing Zoom 
 
Being able to use Zoom for mediation will require that you purchase a monthly Zoom               
license. The free Basic Zoom access will frustrate you greatly as it limits the duration of                
most Zoom calls to only 40 minutes once you get above a certain number of               
participants, and its capabilities and access to tech support are limited. You need a              
licensed Zoom plan if you are going to do online mediations. At the writing of the book,                 
Zoom charges $14.99 USD per user per month for its Professional License, and $19.99              
USD per user per month for its Business License. Just note that the Business License               
does require that you subscribe as part of a user group containing at least 10 users. At                 
InstantMediations, all affiliated mediators utilize a Business License.  
 
Your Zoom Settings 
 
Depending on the user experience and security you want your mediation parties to             
have, you must change certain default settings on your Zoom account. To begin this              
process, simply visit Zoom.us/profile and select Settings. The following         
InstantMediations YouTube video addresses almost every Zoom setting and offers          
rationales on why to enable or disable certain settings. https://youtu.be/Cug9US1xEIE.          
Simply follow along as you watch the video to update your own settings. Many of the                
instructions in this book are conditioned on these settings being implemented. Zoom            
settings will be revisited below in Chapter 3, where you learn how to schedule a               
particular mediation, in Chapter 6, where we will deal with Ethics and Security, and in               
Chapter 7, where we discuss various settings in tips.  
 
Your Zoom Meeting Screen 
 
To master the Zoom software application, you should first download it to your device,              
which is a free download. On either your phone or computer, you can visit              
Zoom.us/support/download to have the application automatically download. To host         
successful online mediations and provide your parties the best experience, you should            
download and use the Zoom application on your Windows or Mac computer. Once you              
sign in and launch your Zoom application to host a meeting, you will see the               
components of your Zoom dashboard.  
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Pictured in the above two images are the major Zoom controls you must master in order                
to have a successful online mediation experience. Depending on the settings you            
changed under your Zoom account, you should see these important tools, which are             
numbered in red above. TIP: If you do not see all your settings, be sure you enlarge                 
your Zoom application, otherwise you will not see all your controls, except three dots              
and the word More. 
1. Audio: Mute and manage your audio settings. 
2. Video: Turn on and off your camera, and manage your camera settings. 
3. Security: NEW - Zoom’s recently launched icon to give users one place to             

manage their security settings. 
4. Manage Participants: Pops open the participants list so you know who is active             

in the mediation. 
5. Chat: Pops open the chat window to display conversations and allow sharing of             

computer (not cloud) files. 
6. Screen Share: Allows you to share your screen, whiteboard, computer          

applications, and cloud files. 
7. Record: Allows you to record the meeting to your computer disk or Zoom’s cloud              

servers. 
8. Breakout Rooms: Create and manage breakout rooms. TIP: Enable first under           

your Zoom account settings to see this here. Otherwise if you seek to use it in                
the middle of a mediation session, you must cancel the meeting, enable it, then              
restart the meeting to see the option. 

9. End Meeting (hosts)/ Leave Meeting (parties): Self-explanatory. TIP: When          
explaining to parties that they cannot just leave the mediation without you            
declaring the mediation concluded, remind them it may be easy to ascertain if             
they left purposely or accidentally, because Zoom adds a 2-step exit process,            
where participants are asked to confirm whether they truly wish to leave. Apart             
from a 0% percent battery or a sudden dropped call due to data, it is very hard to                  
accidentally leave a meeting. 
 

Most of these listed controls will be intuitive to most users. Simply play with them to                
learn their effects. The green Share Screen control, however, may be a bit more              
complicated.  
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Once launched, the Share Screen control gives the mediator flexibility in how he or she               
shares and annotates documents with the parties. Through the Share Screen option,            
you are able to share your entire desktop, a whiteboard, and various applications             
running on your computer with your parties. For example, you may wish to share your               
desktop to show the parties a copy of the mediated settlement agreement you have              
drafted. You may wish to share your whiteboard to help brainstorm ideas or save              
information the parties will return to later in the mediation. Here is a screenshot of the                
Whiteboard. 
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You may wish to run an application on your computer and share it with the parties.                
Perhaps it is a PDF program, a spreadsheet program, a calculator, an internet browser              
window, or even a video (check Share computer sound if you wish your audience to               
hear the audio from the video on their device). 
 
Lastly the two tabs remaining, Advanced (usually ignore) and Files, allow you to further              
customize your sharing capabilities and share files with parties from your cloud            
accounts (Dropbox, Google Drive, OneDrive, etc.). TIP: You can share files with clients             
3 different ways: 1) Show the document on your computer screen to them. 2) Share the                
document with them via the cloud tools in the Files tab here. 3) Ignore this Share                
Screen prompt completely and simply send the document using the Chat tool. To do              
this, just upload your computer file by clicking on the file icon, and the parties will be                 
able to download it to their computers. To use the Chat tool to send files, be sure to turn                   
on this feature under your Zoom account Settings. Note: Be sure to close the file before                
sending it off via Chat, otherwise it will not upload correctly.  
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Chapter 3 Scheduling and Joining an Online Mediation  
 
Scheduling the Mediation Using Zoom 
 
To have your parties show up to do the online mediation, you have to schedule the                
meeting and send them the join details. Scheduling an online mediation through Zoom             
requires going to Zoom.us/meeting, selecting Schedule a New Meeting, and filling in the             
necessary case information. TIP: Be sure to visit the InstantMediations YouTube           
channel https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrYKggY3CHvwB56ZcpQFldg to discover    
informative videos on how to schedule your mediations using the Zoom software. One             
video on scheduling online mediations exists here: https://youtu.be/5X0fegVEweA.  
 
Scheduling the InstantMediations Way 
 
InstantMediations mediators schedule mediations basically the same way as any other           
hosts with a Zoom Professional or Business account. However, at          
InstantMediations.com, we utilized the Business License feature of setting up a vanity            
URL called Start.InstantMediations.com. This URL leads parties to our Zoom join portal            
for easy joining and mediators to the same portal for easy sign in. So, to schedule a                 
mediation, our mediators visit InstantMediations.com and click Start Mediation to sign in            
and begin the process. Once taken to the Zoom portal, the mediator will sign in, go to                 
Schedule a Meeting and complete the following steps: 

 
1. Topic: fill in the case name, mentioning all parties’ names (this helps you show              

impartiality). The topic will appear on your Waiting Room wall, so it is important to               
name the topic clearly so parties who enter your Waiting Room know they             
reached the right mediation session.  

2. Description: this is typically ignored, since the parties usually know the purpose            
of the meeting as explained by the Topic. 

3. When: Input the mediation date and time. This should have already been            
confirmed with the parties in advance. TIP: Provide parties an online scheduler            
that links to your calendar to help parties choose dates and times on your              
calendar that is convenient for them. 

4. Duration: Select the duration of the mediation. Do not worry, choosing a duration             
of time will not cause the mediation to end once the time expires. The duration               
you enter just lets all participants know the approximate length of time the             
mediation may last. You can theoretically mediate for up to 24 hours using Zoom. 

5. Registration: Only require Registration if you are seeking for parties to be            
authenticated by signing in to Zoom. This option is not absolutely necessary,            
especially if you will use passwords and take other precautions to ensure privacy,             
confidentiality, and security at the mediation. 

6. Meeting ID: Always use Generate Automatically rather than using your Personal           
Meeting ID (PMI) when hosting mediations involving strangers. Your PMI is like            
your unique phone number for Zoom videos on the internet and you should keep              
it protected and share only with friends and colleagues you know. 
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7. Meeting Password: After the Waiting Room, selecting require a meeting          
password is the next most important thing to ensure the security of the mediation.              
Only the mediation parties (and their approved guests) should be able to join the              
mediation. “Zoombombing” is less likely to happen when parties are required to            
authenticate themselves with a valid password. TIP: Select a password “word”           
rather than a set of numbers to help parties not confuse the mediation Meeting ID               
with the mediation password. So for example, if you created the password            
“password,” your guests would be prompted to enter this word after the type in              
their mediation Meeting ID. 

8. Video: Having the host and participant videos on when starting the mediation will             
ensure all parties and the mediator see each other, which helps build rapport.  

9. Audio: Both telephone and computer audio should be turned on to give parties             
all available options to communicate in the mediation. If a party absolutely cannot             
be heard by computer audio due to lack of internet connectivity, then telephone             
audio will be a good substitute. TIP: If a party may be calling from a country                
outside of the United States, be sure you edit the “dial from” numbers to the               
country where they are calling from so they can dial in free of charge. These               
numbers will appear in the Meeting Invitation details for you to share with the              
parties. 
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10. Meeting Options - Enable Join before host: Do not enable allowing your            
parties to join before you the host. It is preferable that you be present at the                
mediation before the parties arrive so you can admit them individually from the             
Waiting Room. 
 

 
 

11. Meeting Options - Mute participants upon entry: It is preferable not to mute             
participants upon entry so that you will be able to hear parties right as they enter                
the mediation. You do not want to spend the first five minutes of the mediation               
teaching parties how to unmute themselves.  
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12. Meeting Options - Enable Waiting Room: Enabling the Waiting Room is           
perhaps the single most important feature to turn on to help ensure your parties              
have a good start experience. Gone is the ability for parties to just walk into the                
Main Session mediation room before you are ready for them. Sending all parties             
to your Waiting Room helps your guests securely and privately wait for you to              
admit them into the Main Session mediation room in a controlled and predictable             
process. You will also be able to place a participant in the waiting room during               
the mediation, this being the equivalent of making people leave the room to wait              
outside for re-admittance. NOTE: After the recent amendments to Zoom’s          
security policies, Waiting Rooms are turned on by default. 

13. Meeting Options - Only authenticated users can join: It is preferable not to             
enable only authenticated users can join, as this may be another unnecessary            
step standing between a party and the starting of the mediation. Requiring a             
party to enter a password to join may be enough to secure the mediation. 

14. Meeting Options - Breakout Room pre-assign: Creating Breakout Rooms at          
the time of scheduling a mediation will save you the step of setting up Breakout               
Rooms later when you start the mediation. The Breakout Room feature in Zoom             
is one of the important features that sets Zoom apart as a tool for online               
mediations. Learning how to create Breakout Rooms and utilizing them efficiently           
during the mediation process is an absolutely necessary skill for being successful            
in online mediations. TIP: Watch the Breakout Caucus Rooms in Online           
Mediations - How to video on the InstantMediations YouTube Channel for a step             
by step video guide on scheduling and using Breakout Rooms in your online             
mediations: https://youtu.be/WSqYuJsViwg. For more information on creating       
Breakout Rooms, be sure to see the discussion below on Imagining the            
Mediation Space. 
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After updating the mediation schedule page, it is time to save your choices and be taken                
to the confirmation page. The confirmation page will provide you the details of your              
mediation, including the automatically generated Meeting ID and password for you to            
share with your parties in a mediation confirmation letter. 
 

 
 
Send Mediation Confirmation Letter and Payment Request 
 
Once you schedule the mediation, you should send invitation notices to all parties,             
including sending the mediation join link and/or the mediation Meeting ID and any             
password. You have the option of sending mediation parties a meeting invitation email             
via Zoom, or you can simply copy and paste the meeting details into your own email                
and send it to the parties. TIP: It is better to email the parties from your own email so                   
the parties know the invite is coming from you. At InstantMediations.com, mediators are             
encouraged to send parties a confirmation letter on their company letterhead to exercise             
professionalism and show authority to the parties. This letter can cover all major issues              
relevant to the mediation and provide the parties with the information they need to pay               
and be present at the mediation. A sample letter will be available at             
InstantMediations.com/ebook/downloads.  
 
Regarding payment, if the parties are paying for the mediator’s time, send the parties              
payment details, including offering electronic payments for convenience. Various tools          
such as Zelle, Square Cash, Google Pay, Venmo, Apple Pay, LawPay, CashApp,            
PayPal, etc., exist on the market. Parties may either be sent a link requesting funds or                
directed to visit a page on your website on which to make payment. At our mediation                
office Olowska & Pierre, Inc., parties are referred to our website payments page where              
they can easily make payment through our LawPay portal.  
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Imagining the Mediation Space 
 
After creating your online mediation through Zoom and sending out a confirmation letter             
to the parties that contains their Meeting ID and password, it is crucial that you               
understand the virtual mediation space that you and the parties will occupy. 
 
The following diagram provides one way to imagine the mediation space. While the             
physical walls of an office building or conference room may be gone, the virtual              
mediation is filled with digitally created “rooms” that participants can move through to             
participate in their mediation. Because virtual online mediation is in a logic-based digital             
format dependent on predictable processes, it is important to conceptualize “rooms” as            
sitting in different phases. From entering the mediation, to participating in the main             
session virtual conference room, to moving in and out of Breakout Caucus Rooms, the              
virtual online mediation world accounts for all the physical spaces you know in a              
traditional physical mediation space, and it is all rent free to the mediator!  
 

 
 
The virtual mediation space consists of 3 rooms, a Pre-Waiting Room, a Waiting Room,              
and a Mediation Room, also called the Main Session. The Pre-Waiting Room is the              
phase where the parties input their identification information and possibly reach a            
screen informing them of the mediation’s start time and date. The Waiting Room Phase              
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is the space where the parties wait for the mediator to admit them into the Main                
Session. The Main Session is the room in which the mediation happens, unless the              
mediator chooses to move some or all of the parties to breakout sessions.  
 
The mediator should create at least three Breakout Caucus Rooms, one for each party              
and their attorney, and one just for attorneys to congregate. 
 
Joining the Mediation 
 
Now that you have a conception of the online mediation space you and your parties will                
occupy, we next turn to how to join it and begin your mediation. In a nutshell, you the                  
mediator will sign in and enter the Main Session Room to await your parties. Your               
parties will enter your Waiting Room and wait for you to admit them into the Main                
Session. Let us learn this process in detail.  
 
Downloading Zoom 
Before any online mediation can take place, the software that will be used to connect               
the participants needs to be installed and working on the parties’ devices. Luckily with              
Zoom, it is possible to begin the process of joining without the Zoom software being               
downloaded, and Zoom will promptly lead the user to install Zoom to their device if it is                 
not already installed. The best practice is to encourage parties to download Zoom at the               
very beginning of the mediation process by sending parties who do not already have              
Zoom to Zoom.us/support/download. This link will auto prompt users to download and            
install Zoom software onto their device.  
 
Joining as the Mediator 
 
Before the mediation start time, you the mediator will login to your Zoom account, select               
the mediation you previously scheduled and wish to begin, and launch your Zoom             
mediation meeting. As previously stated, at InstantMediations, its mediators may go to            
Instantmediations.com and click Start Mediations to initiate this process, or go directly to             
the Start.InstantMediations.com page to sign in to their Zoom account to start the             
mediation.  
 
The mediator should join the mediation at least 5-10 minutes before the other             
participants to ensure the parties will be able to enter the mediator’s Waiting Room              
without delay. It is also very professional to be early, ready, and waiting for the parties                
to begin their mediation. 
 
Joining as a Party 
 
At the mediation start time, the parties will also join the mediation. They may join by                
either clicking the link sent to them by the mediator and entering their password, or               
going to Zoom.us/join to type in their 10-digit mediation Meeting ID and password. At              
InstantMediations, parties can easily join their mediation by going to          
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InstantMediations.com and clicking the Start Mediation button. The entire joining          
process from the party’s perspective is explained here in a short video:            
https://youtu.be/PdfKAHwkoD0. You are encouraged to set up a start process like           
InstantMediations to give all parties and their lawyers a consistent home base from             
which to begin the entire join process.  
 

 
 
Once the Start Mediation button is clicked by a user, he or she is conveniently brought                
to the Zoom join portal on InstantMediations.zoom.us where the party can select Join to              
enter their mediation Meeting ID and password. This portal can also be accessed by the               
party visiting Start.InstantMediations.com. Having the parties Join here is the          
equivalent of sending your parties their Zoom link or having your parties visit             
Zoom.us/join. You should try this Zoom.us/join step for yourself from a second device to              
learn the experience from the perspective of the party. 
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The following images show the various screens in order that your parties may see after               
they click to Join. Depending on whether the mediator is already present in the              
mediation main session room, a party who successfully logs in to join the mediation may               
encounter different Waiting Room screens. If the mediator is present and waiting inside             
the main session, then upon entering their passwords, the parties will enter the             
mediator’s Waiting Room. However, if the mediator is not yet present at the mediation              
session, then the parties will see what we call the “pre-Waiting Room,” a screen              
informing the party of the meeting’s start date and time 
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Join with Meeting ID Screen 
 

 
 
Password Screen 
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Pre-Waiting Room Screen 

 
 
Before entering the main session, the party should see a preview of their video              
(assuming the mediator’s settings requires all participants' videos on at the time of             
commencing the meeting). This “mirror” lets parties see their image so they can prepare              
themselves before they go live on camera with the mediator and other participants.  
 
Mirror Screen 
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Upon successful entry into the mediation Waiting Room, the party will wait to be              
admitted and enter into the main session.  
 
Waiting Room Screen 

 
 
Once the party selects to join, they will be live in the main session where they will have                  
the ability to rename themselves. As can be seen on this image, the party (right) finally                
reaches the mediator (left). TIP: When parties begin entering the Waiting Room, you             
can admit them one at a time into the mediation main session so you can begin the                 
formal mediation. If you do not wish for parties to see each other, you do have the ability                  
to admit one or more specific parties first into the main session and promptly move them                
into a private caucus room before admitting the remaining parties into the main session.  
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Main Session 
 

 
 
Don’t Forget to Clean Your Desktop and Pause Your Notifications 
 
Lastly, before starting the mediation, you should remember to clean your desktop and             
turn off your computer notifications. If you plan to utilize Zoom’s screen sharing feature,              
such as to share documents or other items on your desktop, you should avoid              
distractions by clearing out your desktop. Even if you do not intend to share your               
desktop with participants, know it takes just an erroneous click of a mouse to blast a                
view of your desktop to strangers on the internet. Only items that are necessary for the                
mediation should be seen on your desktop. So hide all private photos from curious              
eyes.  
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As shown above, this is a desktop where all the unnecessary desktop files were moved               
neatly into one folder called Desktop Files. What remains on the desktop are the              
documents that will be used in the mediation, including the mediation confirmation letter,             
the agreement to mediate, and proposed mediation settlement agreement draft in Word            
format. 
 
Also, do not forget to turn off your computer notifications. If you are using Windows for                
example, simply turn off of the toggle button under Get notifications from apps and other               
senders  to suspend alerts splashing across your computer desktop. 
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Chapter 4 Starting and Running an Online Mediation Session 
 
Starting the Mediation 
 
Once all parties are moved from the Waiting Room into the mediation main session (or               
once they are all placed in their caucus rooms), you should lock the meeting if you find it                  
necessary for privacy and security. The lock option is either under the Security or              
Manage Participants buttons.  
 
After securing your mediation, you are ready to begin. For the purposes of this book’s               
instructions, we will begin with a conference style group mediation, followed by dividing             
the parties into Breakout Caucus Rooms.  
 
Zoom should automatically place mediation participants into Gallery View, enabling you           
to see all participants in their own windows. The participants may have their windows              
blacked out if their video is off, but at this point it is only important that everyone is                  
present. You can request that parties turn their cameras on by telling them or going to                
their blue prompt on their window requesting it. TIP: Under your Zoom account Settings              
and/or on your Scheduling a Meeting page, you should have parties’ cameras turned on              
automatically when the mediation starts. In this example, we see Petitioner Jane Doe             
and Respondent John Doe with the mediator in Gallery View, both participants with their              
cameras off.  
 

 
 
As in an in-person mediation, you must maintain neutrality with the parties. Before             
welcoming the parties to the mediation session and introducing yourself, you should            
centralize yourself among the parties. When there are 3 or more participants present in              
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the mediation session, Zoom allows you to Spotlight yourself and set your video window              
front and center among the parties It will make you appear more visible and distinctive.               
Spotlight your video (or the video of any party) by selecting Spotlight Video using the               
top right blue button. Once you are centered, you can begin your welcome and              
introduction opening statement, and go over your policies and ground rules. Note:            
Spotlighting will not work if there’s only two participants on the screen. 
 

 
 
Opening Statement 
 
Initially in your welcome, you should confirm that all parties are at the right mediation.               
You should also address payment by either verifying that payment was received by the              
parties (prefered), or sending parties to your payment processor for checkout.  
 
You should build rapport with the parties by sharing a bit about yourself and establishing               
yourself as the guardian of the mediation process. An example of an opening statement              
involving the necessary elements of the online mediation can be found at 
 InstantMediations.com/ebook/downloads. 
 
Following your introduction, you should go over your policies and expectations,           
including reviewing your Agreement to Mediate. Your Agreement should address your           
Privacy and Confidentiality Policies, and your ground rules for Expected Behaviors.           
Some of your policies may address: 

1. Consequences for breach of privacy/confidentiality/secret     
recordings/eavesdropping. 

2. How payments can be made, including under what circumstances refunds will be            
given. 
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3. How parties are to rename themselves (click top right blue button to dropdown             
Rename). 

4. How breaks/food will be handled. 
5. Participation by third parties. 
6. Whether agents or proxies may appear for parties. 
7. Advisory on being near WiFi, utilizing a computer over a phone, having all-day             

electric power. 
8. Procedure for reconnecting and rejoining when a person falls out of the meeting. 
9. Backup meeting method in case of internet problems. 

Some of your Expected Behaviors may be as follows: 
1. Parties should leave their cameras on rather than appearing only by audio. 
2. Parties should not interrupt each other when they work as a group. 
3. Parties understand the mediator manages the process. 
4. Parties should be physically present alone in a quiet place. There should be no              

uninvited persons in the room with the party, especially children when it’s a family              
law/child related dispute that is being mediated. Parties should make plans           
ahead of time to address childcare so they will not be interrupted during the              
mediation session. Comfort pets are ok if they are quiet and not distracting. You              
should retain the right to request parties to turn around their camera so the              
mediator can verify a party is alone. 

5. Parties should limit their notifications and interactions with other non-parties while           
they are in the mediation session.  

6. Snacks and drinks are ok because they can help parties relax and avoid parties              
taking refrigerator breaks in the middle of the mediation. 

7. Parties may take breaks but should remain attentive to the mediation process,            
including remaining online until a settlement agreement is reached or until the            
mediator declares an impasse. 

8. No toleration of abusive, threatening, or criminal conduct during the mediation. 

 
Follow your own rules. Online mediators should help parties comply with the ground             
rules by observing the rules themselves. For example, leave your video on, do not have               
your kids running around in the background, and do not take telephone calls in the               
middle of the mediation unless it is an absolute emergency. Your mediation clients             
deserve your attention and will follow you if you follow your own rules. 
 
After welcoming, introducing yourself and your policies and rules to the parties, you are              
ready to handle the actual mediation.  
 
Running the Mediation 
 
To handle a conference-style mediation session, the mediator only needs to begin the             
dialogue with the parties. Just as in your in-person mediation, you should work to help               
the parties reach settlement, by learning the facts, eliciting offers, and negotiating a             
resolution. Perhaps you will be able to help the parties reach compromise at this stage.               
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Or perhaps you will have to declare an impasse. Though we are devoting just one               
paragraph to this important process of handling a conference-style mediation, just know,            
this stage may take hours.  
 

*** 
 

Sometimes, as in in-person mediations, you may need to split parties up into Breakout              
Caucus Rooms to do caucus-style mediations. For setting up caucus rooms when            
scheduling a mediation, please see Chapter 3’s discussion on Meeting Options -            
Breakout Room pre-assign. It is not necessary to set up Breakout Caucus Rooms when              
scheduling, but is advisable since it will save you time later. But as long as your Zoom                 
account settings have Breakout Rooms enabled, you will be able to create them when              
you are in the main session. As previously discussed in the Mediation Space discussion              
in Chapter 3, the Breakout Rooms should consist of at least 3 basic rooms- a               
Petitioner’s Room, a Respondent’s/Defendant’s Room, and a Lawyers’ Room. The          
reason for these rooms is to provide confidential spaces where parties can speak             
privately with the mediator and/or their attorneys away from the Main Session Room. A              
quick but thorough video demonstration showing how to create the Breakout Caucus            
Rooms at the scheduling stage is available on the InstantMediations YouTube Channel            
here: https://youtu.be/WSqYuJsViwg.  

 
To create Breakout Caucus Rooms during a mediation session, simply click Breakout            
Rooms on your Zoom dashboard and create them. However you created these rooms,             
whether you pre-assigned the rooms at scheduling or create them inside the mediation             
session, you will end up with private rooms into which to move your parties. The               
following screenshots demonstrate the process you go through after creating the           
Breakout Caucus Rooms, including assigning parties to them, opening them, joining           
parties in them, and closing them out. 
 
While in the main session, you can review the Breakout Caucus Rooms you have              
created.  
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You can assign individual parties to each room. Here, Jane Doe was assigned to the               
Petitioner's Room, while John Doe is being assigned to the Respondent's Room. 

 
 
Once each party has been assigned to their room, double check your options. It is up to                 
you to decide whether you will allow parties the ability to return to the main session at                 
any time or if you will be the only one who can bring them back. There are benefits to                   
both methods. It may be preferable to lower the default 60 second countdown notice to               
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a small number since most parties may not need long to wrap up a conversation before                
being brought back. 

 
 
Once you are satisfied with your options, you may click Open All Rooms to place invites                
on each party’s Zoom screen to transfer to their private caucus room. Since you are left                
alone in the main session, you can still communicate (short messages) with all parties              
by broadcasting messages into their rooms, which shall flash on their screens. 
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You yourself as the mediator can join each caucus room one at a time. Simply select                
Join to enter the room. In this image, the mediator seeks to join Jane Doe’s room for a                  
private chat. 

 
 
After you select to join a caucus room, Zoom informs you that you are being moved and                 
joining the selected caucus room.  

 
 
Upon arriving into the caucus room, you can do work with the parties in the room                
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privately, including screen sharing, chatting, and sharing files with the caucus room’s            
participants. 

 
 
When you are ready to leave the caucus room you have the option to leave the caucus                 
room and return to the main session. 

 
 
After you select to leave the caucus room and return to the main session, Zoom informs                
you that you are being returned. 
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Sometimes you may need to move parties from one room to another. Such as when you                
want to move attorneys into the Lawyers Room to speak privately. To move a party to a                 
different room, simply click next to the party’s name to show the “Move to” prompt so                
you can decide which room you wish to move the party to.  

 
 
When you are satisfied you no longer need to caucus with the parties and wish to bring                 
all parties back together in the main session, you can select Close All Rooms to end the                 
rooms and return everyone back.  
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If there is No Agreement 
 
If multiple hours of conferencing and caucusing leads to no negotiated settlement of the              
parties’ dispute, then you may need to declare an impasse and end the mediation.              
Ending the mediation is as simple as informing the clients that further negotiations are              
futile, saying your goodbyes, and clicking the red End Meeting to terminate the             
mediation session for all participants. 
 
Please remember however, that there are alternatives to just ending your mediation.            
Perhaps the parties need to recess the mediation and reconvene on another day after              
they have calmed down, or after they have obtained additional information. The thought             
of an impasse usually encourages the parties to work a little harder, instead of starting               
over another day, or having a stranger, like a judge, take control of their solution.  
 
Or if rescheduling the mediation is not appropriate, perhaps the parties settle the issues              
they do agree on and do a partial mediated settlement agreement. Unresolved disputes             
could then be taken to a court. Either way, you can possibly salvage the time the parties                 
spent with you and get some type of solution out of the process. 
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Chapter 5 Drafting and Signing the Mediation Agreement 
 
Let us assume that you are successful in helping the parties reach settlement in their               
disputes, whether through a partial or full settlement. Now it comes time to prepare your               
settlement agreement for review and signatures. Because in an online mediation you            
will need to type your mediated settlement agreement rather than write it, you should              
have your mediation agreement template on your computer so you can be working on it               
during the mediation. As you see the parties beginning to come into agreement on              
certain issues, you can start typing the agreements into your draft. Your draft may              
evolve over the mediation session, but your goal by the end of the mediation session               
should be to have a completed first draft that the parties can review. Here is a                
screenshot of a mediated settlement agreement template being prepared for parties to            
approve and sign. 
 

 
 
This suggested practice of preparing the mediation agreement in real time during the             
mediation session is not the only way to memorialize the parties’ agreement to paper.              
Different ways exist and you should implement the process that you are most             
comfortable with. For example, perhaps you leave parties in their caucus rooms while             
you remain in the main session and prepare the agreement and then file share the PDF                
draft in each caucus room separately. Or perhaps you prepare the document alone and              
then bring all parties out of their caucus rooms into the main session to review and                
approve your prepared document. Whatever process you decide on, be sure to practice             
your procedures before working with your parties. 
 
Electronic Signatures 
 
After the parties agree that your drafted mediated settlement agreement correctly           
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captures their agreement, you need to send the document to the parties to sign. Today,               
a plethora of ways exist for parties to electronically sign documents. From Docusign, to              
Adobe Sign, to SignNow, to DocHub, you as the mediator can subscribe to and              
implement an e-signature service to get parties to initial, sign, and date documents from              
the convenience of their screens. You simply need to get parties’ email addresses and              
send them the PDF version of the agreement through your preferred service. TIP:             
Encourage parties to sign “finger-to-screen” rather than typing their signatures. The           
technology in most e-signature platforms includes security that certifies the identity of            
signers. However, having John Doe sign using his finger on his smartphone instead of              
typing /s/John Doe will be a still better way of authenticating John Doe signed the               
agreement. Most e-signature platforms will send all signers a finalized version of the             
agreement that is signed by all signers.  
 
Ending the Mediation 
 
Once all parties have signed and they have a copy of their approved mediation              
agreement, you can congratulate everyone on reaching a resolution to their dispute and             
move toward formally ending the mediation. As in Chapter 4 in the case of ending a                
mediation due to impasse, you can end the mediation after a settlement agreement is              
reached by simply saying your goodbyes to the parties, and clicking the red End              
Meeting to terminate the mediation session for all participants. TIP: Be the first to              
participate in the mediation session and the last one to leave the mediation. Or if you                
End Meeting for everyone, leave simultaneously with all parties. But rarely should you             
ever leave the mediation, letting parties remain alone in the mediation session.  
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Chapter 6 Ethics & Security 
 
Much has been written on the ethics of mediation. The role of third party neutrals in the                 
mediation process is not to be taken lightly. Millions of people around the world visit               
mediators and entrust them to be fair in their dealings and willing to help solve               
sometimes extremely emotional contests. To these millions the mediator must remain           
neutral and impartial, and must ensure the mediation process remains private and            
confidential. In the age of online mediations, these ethical duties remain but may be              
manifested differently from in-person mediations.  
 
Ethics 
 
Although not an absolute or exhaustive list, the following tips are different ethical rules              
the online mediator who seeks to maintain neutrality and impartiality should follow:  

1. Spotlight yourself, the mediator, on your video whenever you are in a group             
session so you can appear front and center to all participants. 

2. Announce through the Broadcast Message feature where you are and where you            
are going when the parties are in their caucus rooms. 

3. Draft the mediated settlement agreement in private before sharing it with the            
parties. 

4. Prior to the mediation, try to not communicate with parties, unless for            
pre-mediation tech support, or because it is absolutely necessary for information           
gathering and it is done with both parties in a neutral manner. 

5. Control the mediation because you are in charge of the process, and because if              
you do not a power vacuum may form with one party dominating the mediation.              
Understand the host’s exclusive powers, including the ability to mute and remove            
parties and assign parties to  caucus rooms.  

6. When protecting the mediation process, it is important to also secure the meeting             
so that parties know their discussions are private and confidential. Plenty of            
Zoom’s settings can be tweaked and customized for the mediation experience.  

7. Encourage parties to wear headphones when they are near others not part of the              
mediation to prevent evesdroppers from listening to other mediation parties. 

8. You should retain the right to request that parties turn their devices around to              
ensure they are alone. 

 
Security 
 
Many Zoom settings should be updated to help protect the online mediation for privacy              
and confidentiality. Here is a list of suggested Zoom features or settings you should be               
familiar with: 

1. Understand your Personal Meeting ID (PMI) and always use an automatically           
generated Meeting ID for each mediation. Only use your PMI for friends, family,             
or colleagues you know because your PMI is like your phone number. It’s your              
permanent meeting space. 

2. Always turn on your Waiting Room. In April 2020, Zoom implemented sweeping            
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security changes that turn on hosts’ Waiting Rooms. Use this feature to prevent             
unauthorized access to the mediation main session without you first admitting           
them. 

3. Only if necessary, enable “Only authenticated users can join meetings.” This will            
require participants to login into Zoom before they can participate in your            
meeting. 

4. Lock Meeting. Found under the Security and Manage Participants icons, this           
feature prevents others from joining the mediation. 

5. Do not enable join before host. You should always be the last in and last out in                 
the mediation. 

6. Include a password (and PIN for phone) to ensure only individuals who are             
authorized to participate in the mediation process can actually enter. You should            
give clear warnings that parties should keep their passwords secure. Do not            
choose to embed password in the meeting link for one-click join. This can defeat              
the purpose of the password. 

7. Never let others control your screen. If you allow remote control under your             
settings it may allow you to help others, but you should never give permission to               
others to remote control your screen. 

8. Turn off the virtual background feature for parties if you believe they will abuse it. 
9. Have a backup meeting option, such as FreeConferenceCall.com, if Zoom goes           

down or if a security breach prevents the mediation from continuing.  
10.Disable autosaving chats because mediation should be confidential and you do           

not need conversations from the mediation floating around. 
11.Disable annotations if you believe your parties may abuse the feature. 
12. If you are “Zoombombed,” if necessary, stop the meeting and reschedule a new             

one, sending a new invitation to the parties’ email addresses, or just move over              
to your backup communication option. 
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Chapter 7 Best Practice Tips 
 
A mission of the authors of this book was to help you bring the best mediation                
experience to the parties at any online mediation. Now that you have learned lots of               
procedures, we can move forward with giving you a comprehensive list of suggested             
tips to follow to quickly get you implementing what you have learned for the benefit of                
your parties. 
 
Best Practice Tips for Online Mediators 
 
1. Customize Your Waiting Room: In your Zoom settings you can and should            

customize the Waiting Zoom. This feature is important in terms of safety, as it is               
vital that people who are to participate know where they are and what is going to                
happen. We recommend that you customize your waiting room information to           
provide a phone number and/or email that parties contact if parties find            
themselves waiting in the waiting room too long. 

2. Have Parties Use Ask for Help Button in Caucus: Remind parties in Breakout             
Caucus Rooms that if they need you, they can call you by asking for help by                
clicking the question mark sign. Once pressed, you as the mediator will see a              
prompt on your screen and can respond “Later” or join the particular caucus             
room to help them. 

3. Have a Co-host: Co-hosts are useful for co-mediations, and they can help you             
manage the session. While in mediation you are able to make another participant             
a co-host. Do not make one of the parties’ a co-host since they will have your                
powers in the meeting. If you have another neutral such as a court appointed              
expert, it may make sense to make them a co-host so they can move freely in the                 
mediation session. 

4. Do Not Let Parties be Able to Leave their Caucus Rooms: This one is just a                
suggestion. Parties may never care to leave their caucus rooms until you move             
them out, so it may not matter. However, if a party is uncontrollable and you do                
not wish them to be able to leave their caucus room whenever they want to jump                
into the Main Session, be sure to remove their ability under Zoom account             
Settings. Note, this is system wide. If you turn off the ability for parties to leave                
their caucus room when they want, then the rule will apply to all parties except               
the host. 

5. Look Professional: You should look respectable, wearing a proper outfit and           
having a proper background (even the virtual one) visible behind you. 

6. Be Prompt: You should come online first and leave last. 
7. Keep Eye Contact: To ensure the best eye-contact and impact, you should look             

into the camera so that everybody feels that you are looking at them. You can               
help this by moving the parties windows to be right under your webcam so your               
eyes can look toward the webcam when you look at people on your screen. 

8. Practice with Zoom: Test Zoom with your family and friends before you            
organize your session and start getting paid for it. You need to be confident with               
the tool you are using and be able to talk about it. Do not let the first time you use                    
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Zoom to be on your first online mediation. 
9. Have High Speed Internet: Ensure that the internet connection is fast at the             

time of the mediation. If using a mobile connection, make sure that you have              
enough data to cover your session. Make participants aware of the need to             
ensure good internet connection for the duration of the mediation. 

10. Have Battery Power: Check the power of the device you are using and make              
sure you have an easy way to charge it, warning others of the same, so there are                 
no obstacles in the mediation process. 

11. Clean your Desktop: Move your desktop files into another folder to avoid            
distractions and protect private information. 

12. Turn off PC Notifications: Disable screen popups and notifications on the           
device you are using – so that nothing appears on your screen while sharing.  

13. Remember Data Laws: You will be dealing with the personal data of the parties,              
please check if any statutory limitations or requirements apply within your and/or            
your parties’ jurisdiction, and if yes, follow them strictly, obtaining necessary           
consent to process the data.  

14. Set Everyone's Audio on: Avoid spending the first 5 minutes teaching parties            
how to unmute themselves. See Zoom account Settings. Can also be tweaked            
when on the Scheduling a Meeting page. Ignore this and mute everyone for large              
meetings. 

15. Consider Closed caption: This might not be used frequently, however, being a            
host you have this option under your Zoom account Settings. It can be great for               
participants with hearing impairment. However you may need to have a           
stenographer or purchase special software and equipment to use it. We           
recommend having hearing impaired clients increase their volume. 

16. Offer Pre-Mediation Tech Support: If necessary, you can arrange for short (10            
minutes) impartial pre-mediation previews online with parties, by either you or an            
assistant, ahead of the actual online mediation session to ensure mediation           
participants learn how to confidently use Zoom. 

17. Use Passwords and Phone Pins: Check and confirm the identity of the            
appearing party. Use join passwords to authenticate joining participants. Require          
a PIN (see Zoom account Settings) for parties who appear by phone.  

18. Make Passwords Words: Help parties not confuse their Meeting ID with their            
password by using words rather than numbers. 

19. Have Backup Connection Method: Technology failures happen. When Zoom         
communication drops, have another device to skip to or have a dial-in option for              
all participants like  freeconferencecall.com. 

20. Get Parties Cell Phones for Emergencies: Before the mediation, gather          
parties’ phone numbers to quickly communicate off Zoom.  

21. Get Parties Emails for E-Signatures: Before the mediation, gather parties’           
emails since you will need them to obtain electronic signatures. 

22. Try to Communicate only in Zoom: If parties have your cell phone, they may              
be tempted to call or text you from their caucus room while you are busy with                
another client. This may not be a problem, but bring order to your mediation and               
tell parties to use Zoom tools so you can remain neutral between the parties. 
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23. Do Not Tolerate Abuse: React professionally but strongly to any signal of            
abuse, or any other misconduct such as verbal aggression, prejudice like racism,            
or rudeness by participants, and when necessary, remove participants, report          
abuse, or contact law enforcement when appropriate. 

24. Be in Control: Be in control of the entire process. You are in the possession of                
tools that give you a wide range of instruments to handle the mediation process,              
like muting or unmuting participants, or moving them to different virtual rooms if             
they are unruly. Use those tools.  

25. Show Empathy: Show patience and understanding to any party having          
difficulties when using this new technology. 

26. You can do this. Good luck! 
 
Tips for Looking Professional on Camera During Your Online Mediation 
 
One of the important goals in doing online mediations should be to bring             
professionalism and legitimacy to each mediation case. Professionalism norms have          
been developed across time for in-person mediations. Most mediators know not to wear             
shorts to a mediation, text their babysitter every 2 minutes, or violate a party’s personal               
space by sitting too close. Online mediations need the same type of professionalism,             
and online mediators should be prepared to exude it. The following are screenshot             
images to show you what NOT to do as the mediator during your online mediation               
session. 
 
DO NOT Sit too close to the camera. 
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DO NOT Sit too far from the camera. 

 
 
 
DO NOT Use too much light. 
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DO NOT Forget about the glare caused by your glasses. 

 
 
DO NOT Have too little light. 
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DO NOT Be distracted. 

 
 
DO NOT Dress inappropriately. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 
 
The Legitimacy of Online Mediations  
 
As we conclude this short book, we must turn your attention to online mediation as a                
practice area itself and how important it is. One of the most important things to the                
authors is to bring legitimacy to the practice of online mediations. “Mediation” in general              
has become a normalized and routine process around the world over the last several              
decades. It has benefitted millions of people, allowing them to resolve disputes outside             
of court privately and inexpensively. The legitimacy that surround in-person mediations           
can and should be afforded to online mediations. Like traditional in-person mediations,            
online mediations involve parties, lawyers, disputes, and mediators. They just happen           
to be done on a computer. As stated in the beginning of this book, the authors believe                 
in-person mediations are preferable and should occur whenever possible. But that is not             
to say that online mediations should be treated with any less legitimacy or the process               
with any less dignity. Online mediations just require an additional set of skills to help the                
mediation process commence, move along, and finish in a digital environment. Online            
mediations could conceivably be more challenging to master than traditional in-person           
mediations. In fact, a mediator who is not very effective in in-person mediations, will              
likely be just as bad, if not worse, online. Online mediations need to be treated with                
respect for the mastery it requires in its pupil the online mediator. With growing              
acceptance of online mediations, millions of people will discover the further convenience            
and affordability associated with this additional process that can help them resolve their             
problems and stay out of court.  
 
The people most capable of helping bring legitimacy to online mediations are us, the              
mediators who seek to do it. But will we do it well or bring bad repute to the practice?                   
Will we fail to prepare and let our clients down? Will we fail to practice and sharpen our                  
technical skills and learn new technologies? Will we just wait and wonder when the old               
days of in-person-only mediations will return? Will we cheapen out and not charge             
valuable consideration for our new craft, as if it's not “worth” the same as in-person               
mediations? We, as mediators living in this new century, can shape what we want              
online mediations to become, and what parties, litigators, and courts will come to think              
of it. Growing acceptance of online mediations will occur with each positive experience             
we draw out of the parties. But each negative online mediation will be another strike               
toward delegitimizing the practice. We encourage you to work with us to help bring              
credibility to online mediations. Whether we bring it through scholarship, through           
word-of-mouth, or through each party’s life we positively touch when we work to settle              
their case online, help us bring legitimacy to this new way of resolving disputes.  
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Final Words 
 
Thank you for going through this journey with us. Do not forget to see the sample                
downloadable documents on InstantMediations.com/ebook/downloads or continue your       
education by subscribing to the InstantMediations YouTube Channel. You can even join            
the online forum for online mediators at Community.InstantMediations.com to connect          
with other mediators developing their online mediation skills. If you know any            
Spanish-speaking mediators interested in online mediations, please have them visit          
mediacionesinstantaneas.com. 
 
If you enjoyed this book, please let us know. We plan to write much more. And consider                 
joining us as a featured mediator on InstantMediations.com. We would love to have you.              
Find out more at InstantMediations.com/ForMediators. 
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